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Category:Indian astrological charts Ask HN: What are good ways to boost your reputation as a software engineer? - xisx I'm
curious how other people keep themselves up to date with new trends in the software industry. What are some things you

recommend doing to stay on top of the game? ====== Traster Some of my tips: 1\. Use the tools that are available to you. Use
your language, use your IDE, use your framework. Make sure you know how to use all those tools, and make sure you use them
often. It's amazing how you start to build a reputation for knowing your tools - if you spend your days coding in Perl, but you
don't accept pull requests from Perl users because you're not using your preferred C++ IDE, you're telling people something

about your technical ability. It's a small step, but it makes a difference. 2\. Learn how to use the tools of the day. You don't have
to master all of them, but the point is that if you know what it is that's popular now, and you're an expert in that then you have a

lot of leverage with companies that are hiring right now. It's not enough to have good knowledge of a particular language, it's
more important to have the knowledge of the landscape of the community - what are the trends in technology, how are the best
developers using that, and the hard skills to get there. 3\. Know what other people are doing. There's a good chance that what

other people are doing is useful for you too. If you're talking to someone about their technology, figure out if what they're using
is something you've written. If you're talking to someone about their business, figure out if you've got something to contribute to

their business. If you're talking to someone about your own business, figure out if you have any insight into something they're
doing that you can improve upon. 4\. Make your profile look good. Get good photos. If you're in Canada, make sure you get a
job that has people from other countries. And it's not restricted to different regions, if you're an expert in Python, get yourself

onto the Python mailing list and have a word with the community. Figure out where you should go and how you should go there.
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